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1 Introduction 
In the paper new methods of classification of time series and other curves are intro- 
duced. The classification learning of time series is very important, for example in 
medical and technical diagnosis, and for forecasting in the case of complicated 
processes which cannot (or only partly) be modelled mathematically. The presented 
examples of different real-world applications will give an impression of the varying 
availability of curve classification methods and of their performance. 
The presented classification methods are "holistic" in the sense that distance or simi- 
larity measures are used but not description of the curves by feature vectors of fixed 
length. Three different methods will be adopted for the task of classification lear- 
ning: construction of prototypes for each class, the use of a kNN classifier ([5], [6]), 
and a new principle which is called the generalized prototype classifier. The latter 
can be viewed as a hybrid of the first two methods, improving them in a substantial 
way. It is well known that, in general, the kNN classification has good results but the 
algorithm is very expensive. On the other hand, the prototype algorithm is very sim- 
ple, but classes represented by non-convex regions (e. g. consisting of disjunctive 
subclasses without a common description) cannot be handled successfully by this me- 
thod. The generalized prototype classifier keeps the advantages and overcomes the 
disadvantages of both algorithms. 
In the paper, two general cases concerning the available measurements of the curves 
are considered leading to different preprocessing strategies: 
�9 the measurement points are in the same interval for all curves, or 
�9 the curves are measured on different time intervals. 
In both cases, the curves are ftrstly approximated by spline functions (piecewise poly- 
nomial functions). For this a new method of finding the optimal intervals for the 
spline approximation based on a clustering technique has been developed ([5], [6]). 
Thus, the intervals where the curve is smoothly replaced, are adaptively defined by 
the approximation algorithm, depending on noise to be eliminated and the granulari- 
ty of the approximation which can be controlled by the user. 
Therefore, in the first case, distance measures in the functional space of the approxi- 
mating functions will be used for classification. 
In the second case where the measurements are taken from different time intervals, 
the curves are mapped onto symbol strings. The symbols can be generated by a dis- 
cretization of spline parameters or directly as names of some specific curve segments 
(e. g. certain peaks, pieces with constant slope etc.) defined by experts. The descripti- 
on by symbol strings leads to further noise elimination, allows the definition of com- 
plex features like repetitions, groupings, and ~ves the best possibility of translation- 
invariant recognition (classification), Since syntactical methods for string matching 
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are very sensitive to noise (e. g. missing symbols), the strings are transformed into 
graphs by introducing the distance between symbols in the string as relations. In the 
case of time series, this may correspond to the time intervals between the segments 
which are named by the symbols. Having done this, measures of graph similarity 
based on the well-known Zelinka metric for graphs will be used to evaluate the simi- 
larity of curves. Besides the advantage of reducing noise sensitivity, this method uses 
explicitly the distance of symbols in the string as an additional information for 
classification. 

2 Classification Methods for the Approximating Splines, E x a m p l e s  
The used classification methods base on similarity measures between the objects to 
be classified and certain reference objects, which generalize the classes. If all curves 
are given in the same time interval, then all approximating functions belong to the 
same functional space. In this case a similarity measure based on a difference in the 
corresponding space of the approximating functions can be used. Such similarity 
measures are independent of the number of subintervals of approximation. 
Three classification methods are introduced. They differ from each other by the con- 
struction of the reference objects from the training examples. 
The Prototype Method: In the training phase, prototypes are generated for all classes 
as generalizations of the classes. A prototype of a class is the average of the approxi- 
mating functions of all training objects belonging to this class ([5], [6]). Therefore, 
all prototypes are in the mentioned functional space of approximating functions. In 
the test phase, an unseen object is assigned to the class to which prototype its appro- 
ximating function has the smallest distance. The computational amount is proportio- 
nal to the number of classes in the test phase. 
The kNN Method: The approximating fimctions of all training objects themselves are 
taken as reference objects. In the test phase, the k nearest reference objects (k nearest 
neighbours) are determined for a new object. The latter object is assigned to that 
class which is the most frequent in the set of the k nearest neighbours. The computa- 
tional amount in the test phase which is proportional to the number of training 
examples, exceeds that of the prototype method but, as will be seen below, its per- 
formance is essentially better in many cases. 
The Generalized Prototype Method: Advantages of the prototype method over the 
kNN method include compact representation of the training data, fast classification 
of unseen curves and the ability to interpret the prototypes. For these reasons a gene- 
ralization of the prototype method was developed. It should overcome the disadvan- 
tages and keep the advantages of the two considered methods. The prototype classi- 
fier separates two classes by a hyperptane in the functional space of the approxima- 
ting functions. Therefore a bad classification result points out that the class regions 
in this space are not convex (e. g. a class region consists of two subclass regions). 
The generalized prototype classification method is based on class separation by 
piecewise linear surfaces which is obtained by generating more than one prototype 
per class. The training phase begins with prototypes for each class, consisting of one 
object. Now, for a given mtmber p, the prototypes are tought incrementally by the re- 
maining training objects in the following way: For a new object X the set of p nearest 
prototypes 17 is determined. If there is a prototype in 17 generalizing the class of X, 
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then this prototype is extended by X. In the other case a new prototype is opened. 
This procedure is repeated until the whole training set is used. 
In the boundary case in which each object forms a prototype, the generalized proto- 
type method results in the nearest-neighbor method. On the other hand, if p increa- 
ses then the generalized method becomes more and more similar to the simple proto- 
type method, i. e. there is a number P0 for which both methods coincide. 
The performance of the three classification methods is compared using some exam- 
ples from different real-world applications - chemistry, physics and economics. 
Example 1 (gas chromatograms [6]): In this example 44 gas chromatograms (330 
points per curve), divided up into three classes (high, medium and small concentra- 
tion) were given. The three-fold cross validation has been calculated. 
Example 2 (TRMC signals [21): 300 TRMC signals (500 points per curve) and two 
classifications (3 classes) according to the quality (Solarl) and according to the state 
of the measurement system (Solar2) were given. The ten-fold cross validation has 
been calculated. 
Example 3 (Dollar Exchange Rates): 63 curves of the measured daily changes of the 
exchange rates of the US-Dollar over a year were given. The task was to decide we- 
ther the average of the following quarter will increase (class +) or decrease (class -). 
The training set consists of the ftrst 40 and the test set of the last 23 curves. 
Discussion of Results: For the described data cross validation (with the exception of 
Dollar) has been calculated by the NN method, the generalized prototype method 
(GPMp) for p = 1, 2, 3 and by the simple prototype method (PM). The mean success 
rates (performance) and the mean numbers of prototypes (computational amount) are 
represented in the following table. 

Method NN GPM1 GPM2 GPM3 PM default 
num rate num ra te  hum rate hum ra te  hum rate rate 

Chrom 29 .3  1.00 5.3 0.98 4 0.93 3 0.86 3 0.86 0.68 
Solar1 270 0.99 27.3 0 .97  15.2 0.89 3 0.62 3 0.62 0.37 
Solar2 270 0.98 27.4 0 .96 15.5 0.94 3 0.69 3 0.69 0.40 
Dollar 40 0.52 21 0.61 2 0.78 2 0.78 0.61 

The first two examples clearly demonstrate, that the objective, formulated in section 
2, has been achieved for this data. The numbers of prototypes for GPM1 are signifi- 
cantly smaller than the number of training objects. On the other hand, the accuracy 
of GPM1 differs only negligibly from that of NN. For P0 -- 3, the generalized and the 
simple prototype method coincide. The third example demonstrates, that the genera- 
lization of the prototype method has no effect if the simple prototype method gives 
better results than the NN classifier. But it shows the good performance of the pro- 
totype method used for the prediction of exchange rates. 

3 Stringclassification 
Now the assumption that all curves are given on the same time interval is dropped, i. 
e. the approximating functions do not belong to the same functional space. The simi- 
larity measures and the prototype building from section 2 connot be used. To define a 
proper similarity measure for the kNN classification, the approximating splines are 
transformed into strings. There are different ways for doing it. If typical, relevant 
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pieces of the considered curves can be described by a set of linguistic rules, the curve 
can be decomposed with the help of these rules into parts. These curve parts are 
identified with characters of an alphabet. After that the sequence of symbols corre- 
sponds to a string. 
The goal is to fred a measure for the evaluation of the similarity of two ~bitrary 
strings. Let S and T be two arbitrary strings, where the components belong to the 
same alphabet. S and T are converted into directed graphs the nodes of which are the 
characters (symbols) and the arcs between two nodes are labelled by the distances of 
the symbols in the string (relations). The so-called compatibility graph can be used 
for the construction of a similarity measure for graphs ([7]). Pairs of identical cha- 
racters (one from each string) form the nodes of the compatibility graph. Two of its 
nodes are compatible if the corresponding characters have the same relation 
(distance) within their strings. 
Obviously, two strings have a large similarity if the maximal induced connected sub- 
graph (maximal clique) of their compatibility graph has a quite large number of 
nodes with respect to the string lengths, i. e. with the help of the cardinal number of 
the maximal clique a similarity measure can be defined. 
The graph metric d(S,T) ..--max(n(S),n(T)}- n(S,T), (S,T c ~) ,  is based on the car- 
dinal number of the maximal clique of the compatibility graph n(S,T) and was in. 
troduced by Zelinka [8] and generalized by Kaden [3] and Sobik [4] to the set ~ of 
all finite directed labelled graphs (n(S) - cardinal number of S). By this way a metric 
for strings is obtained, too. The methods for computing a maximal clique are NP- 
complete ([1]). In the present case, the task is simpler due to the fact that the compa- 
tibility graph consists of disjoint cliques. 
For the curves of example 1 from section 2 linguistic rules were given. After appro- 
ximating the curves, tranformating into strings, and treating by kNN, mean success 
rates 0.98 (for k = 1) and 1.0 (for k = 3) were obtained. 
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